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Dr. Amy Backos taught concepts for utilizing Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) with art therapy at 
the Summer 2019 NorCATA workshop series. ACT is part of the third wave of behaviorism, and includes 
strategies for building a value-based life. Art therapy offers creative strategies for teaching and using ACT 
concepts, which rely heavily on abstraction and metaphor.
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kat r ina   bobo, amf t ,  apcc,  ATR,  nor cata  pr esident

During this pandemic and time of uncertainty, I am 
thankful for NorCATA. The first time I heard the words 
Covid-19, there was no part of me that thought this 
would continue to the extent it has. We are all truly 
changed by this and are learning to adapt in new and 
innovative ways. Personally, I have been working in the 
field while managing a child who is actively involved in 
distance learning, as well as learning how to provide art 
therapy through video conferencing.

The challenges we face as a community are tremendous, 
but we are learning how to adapt and will continue to 
grow and change in hopes of being the best we can be. 
I would like to personally thank Cynthia Wilson, 
ATR-BC, PhD for supporting the NorCATA board and 
stepping in as acting president when I needed to 
concentrate on my family. The board?s ability to adapt 
and thrive is a testament to the support that serving 
NorCATA can provide. I am further thankful that 
Cynthia has graciously agreed to stay on as counsel to 
the president and president elect executive board 
positions, as we traverse new ground in providing 
support to our NorCATA members and the community 
we inhabit together.

I look forward to continuing to serve the board and am 
excited for the year ahead. I hope that NorCATA will 
continue to grow and support its membership, and am 
dedicated to continuing to find new ways to foster our 
mission of community service.

I wish you all strength, good health and love during this 
unprecedented time.

Katrina Bobo is an artist and clinician who has focused on working 
with non-profit agencies since she completed her art therapy degree. 
She has worked with vulnerable populations including homeless peoples 
and those with severe mental illness. She has provided focus groups for 
individuals and children who are homeless, have experienced domestic 
violence, and are experiencing substance abuse.
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r ev iew  of  j anuar y 26, 2020  
Nor cata wor kshop: 

"enr iched  env ir onment s  f or   
baby boomer s" 

Twenty-five art therapists attended NorCATA?s 2020 
Annual Business Meeting, followed by Jen Mank, Ph.D., 
LMFT, ATR-BC?s presentation, ?Enriched Environments 
for Baby Boomers.? It was wonderful to be in a room of 
art therapists, making and sharing art together with old 
and new friends. Acting President Cynthia Wilson, 
Ph.D., ATR-BC led us in an art therapy activity, asking 
us to reflect on how we communicate, what is hardest 
for us when we need help, and how we would like to 
help NorCATA. Then we heard about NorCATA?s 
current activities (we are the second largest AATA 
chapter in the U.S.) and the upcoming NorCATA 
Conference in July 2020.

Jen began by speaking about the current and future need 
for art therapists to work with Baby Boomers, a group 
experiencing increased longevity while needing to earn 
income, care for loved ones, and attend to their own 
aging. She discussed brain research on enriched 
environments that boost cognitive reserves, extend ability 
to function, and slow decline. Components include:

?Engagement in cognitive activity

?Connection to emotion

?Social engagement

?Physical activity

Jen then presented her study, which used an Art Therapy 
Journaling Protocol with 11 Baby Boomer participants. 
Participants were given journals and asked to respond to 
themes of A Peaceful Place, Self and Support, Favorite 
Memory, Love, Kindness, Gratitude, The Unknown, 

Boundaries, Trust, and Connection. Jen provided 
participants with meditations, song recordings, lyrics and 
quotes to accompany each theme.

After describing her research and study design, Jen led 
us in three art therapy responses to themes of A Peaceful 
Place, The Unknown, and Connection. As we shared 
our images of A Peaceful Place in our small group, we 
noticed that each of us included water. This created a 
connection between us right away. Responding to and 
sharing images of The Unknown was more challenging 
but brought us even closer together. By the last art 
response, Connection, I felt how the themes built on 
each other and created a sense of self-awareness and 
community.

After this, Jen shared the results of her study, and we 
found that many of our response images and themes 
emerged in the study participants? art as well. Jen had 
started with a phenomenological and heuristic study 
design but felt compelled to respond to her participants? 
art and writing, which added the element of Participant 
Action Research. She invited us to look at the journals 
and her response art (felt covers that she had made for 
each journal) which were at the side of the room. The 
journals and response art were each uniquely exquisite 
and moving. As we shared our responses to her study, I 
commented on her choice of felt as a material to work 
with, as her deeply ?felt? care for the participants was 
evident.
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devor a  weinappl e,  MFt , at r - bc  

nor cata   of f er s   mont hly  ar t   
t her apy  suppor t   gr oups  in chico   
f or   sur v ivor s  of   t he  2018 camp  
f ir e   in   but t e  count y,ca  

In May 2019, I wrote a personal account of the first of two 
art therapy support groups that I facilitated at a donated 
art studio in Chico for survivors of the Camp Fire in 
Paradise. I originally submitted this account as an article in 
June 2019 that was posted to the AATA Art Therapy Today 
Blog. Shortly after submitting the article, I received an 
email from Joe Scarce, Assistant Professor of Art Therapy 
at The University of Tampa, and member of the Florida 
Art Therapy Association (FATA). He told me he was 
moved by my story, and said that he has led FATA chapter 
efforts in responding to disasters in Florida including 
shootings at Pulse Nightclub, and at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School. He was also active in art therapy 
disaster response in Puerto Rico and in Florida with 
Hurricanes Maria Irma and now Michael. He told me that 
he is editing a book on disasters for Jessica Kinglsey 
Publishers, and invited me to contribute a chapter. He had 
no authors who had worked with trauma from the 
California wildfires. As NorCATA acting president Cynthia 
Wilson has much more group trauma treatment experience, 

I asked her if she would be interested in collaborating with 
me on Joe?s book project. She has accepted. The book is 
expected to be completed sometime at the end of this year.

The following is my personal account of the two art 
therapy support groups I facilitated in May and September 
of 2019, at local artist Christine Mac Shane?s Studio 561 in 
Chico, for survivors of the Camp Fire in Paradise. This 
account will be included in my contribution to Joe?s book.

On November 8th, 2018, a wind-whipped inferno 
ripped through and leveled the lush and densely 
populated California foothill town of Paradise in less 
than a day. This urban firestorm, known as the Camp 
Fire, surpassed the worst fires to date in the state?s 
history, which were those in Sonoma and Mendocino 
Counties just in the previous fall of 2017. The Camp 
Fire caused 86 fatalities and destroyed 19,000 homes and 
businesses, with most of the damage occurring in the 
first four hours. The fire was 100% contained after 17 
days.

Shortly after hearing reports about the Camp Fire, 
NorCATA board members Cynthia Wilson, Katrina 
Bobo, and Robin Valicenti quickly convened to assess 
the situation and what NorCATA might be able to do to 
help in the immediate aftermath.

Robin, our former legislative affairs director, floated the 
initial idea of offering a three-day community wide 
healing arts festival, and in early January last year, 
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Cynthia organized and implemented what became a one 
day event: the Butte County Healing Arts Festival at the 
Chico Mall. Twenty volunteers from NorCATA worked 
with 135 participating families from the community, 
assembled at 13 different healing arts booths. Cynthia 
and others felt there was sufficient need to offer monthly 
art therapy support groups through the end of the year. 
The Healing Arts Festival in January was dually able to 
be used as an informative space to spread the word 
about the planned monthly support groups through the 
end of the year. Cynthia had recently met local artist 
Christine Mac Shane while at a school dropping off 
donations. Christine generously donated the entire space 
of her Studio 561 in Chico for NorCATA group 
facilitators every month, and also offered storage space 
for donated art supplies.

I volunteered to facilitate the May 2019 art therapy 
support group, which took place on Mother?s Day. A 
five-hour drive from my Peninsula home in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, I decided to stay at a Chico AirBnb 
run by Jill Lacefield, a former professor at Chico State 
University. Jill was moved by our project and offered to 
distribute our monthly flyers to her email networks. 
Several of the participants in my group were from her 
networks. There was a modest participant turnout - even 
though it was Mother?s Day weekend. Although the 
news cycle had ended six months ago, all group 
participants continued to live with the pain of loss and 
complex post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). I 
presented a number of interactive group art therapy 

activities, as well as mindful grounding, sensory 
awareness and stress-relieving exercises, psychoeducation 

about acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), the 
importance of doing one thing at a time, and ACT 
metaphors regarding cognitive fusion and experiential 
avoidance.

All participants came to find a way to process their 
trauma and pain, but most of all, they told me that the 
five-hour workshop was a welcome distraction from the 
now constant traumatic memories and intrusive thoughts. 
I used round robin and mood states drawings, but the 
empirically supported Draw a Bridge directive elicited 
the most meaningful art content and symbolism - and 
extended discovery through group sharing. I placed 
blank post-it notes on the tables and asked participants to 
write any worries or fears throughout the day and put 
them into a white takeout ?gift? box. I suggested that we 
would decide as a group what to do with the box at the 
end of our day together. They were more than happy to 
set aside their anxieties and all unanimously decided to 
throw out the box at the end of the group. One 
participant tearfully described what it is like for her to 
continue to live in her home in Paradise; she says ?it 
feels like Dresden? when she steps outside her door 
every day to see an ash-covered landscape of brick 
chimneys and rusted, burned out cars.Participants were 
absorbed in their process; there were tears, there was 
laughter, and there were stories of the many local heroes 

All artwork in Studio 561 is by Christine Mac Shane
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in the close-knit Chico community, which welcomed 
with open arms an additional 30,000 displaced people 
from Paradise. One local hero, Steven Murray, the 
maintenance man at the Apple Tree Village Mobile 
Home Park in Paradise, is reported to have pulled 60 
seniors out of the fire area, saving all their lives. He 
works at the Torres Women?s and Children?s shelter.

The day after our group, I decided to drive the 16 miles 
southeast from Chico to Paradise. Jill at the AirBnb gave 
me a hand-drawn map to follow. Driving through 
Paradise was an emotional and moving experience for 
me. I noticed that most mailboxes were wrapped with 
pink and black polka dot ribbons: stage one in the debris 
and hazardous material removal. There were propane 
tanks out in the front of most lots where only charred 
chimneys remained. Some people had already started 
rebuilding wood fences. The stench of charred wood 

was palpable. I noticed hundreds of small yard signs 

advertising the services of insurance companies, 
demolition services, construction services, real estate 
brokers, and more, some legitimate, many not. Also 
lining the roads were hand-lettered signs of healing and 
support.I noticed the Paradise Art Center was still 
standing, but empty and closed up. Downtown area 
buildings were either completely destroyed or boarded 
up and vacated. The local Starbucks sustained minimal 
damage, and there were hand-lettered signs of love and 
support from patrons from all over the county and 
beyond.

There was nothing recognizable in one ash-covered lot 
other than a charred bathtub, and a seemingly 
untouched and colorfully painted swing set in the yard. 
The juxtaposition was stark. A man called to me from 
across the street, asking if I  was his neighbor?s daughter. 
I said that I wasn?t. He and his wife and young son were 
surveying the damage near their own burned out 
foundation. I walked over to explain to him why I was 
there, and told him about the art therapy group I ran the 
day before in Chico. His face softened. He warned me 
that many residents own guns and will shoot to kill if 
they think they see looters. That was unnerving. Without 
my asking, he and his wife told me their escape story, 
starting from the gale-force winds of November 7th, to 
driving through walls of flames on November 8th to 
pick up their five kids from the local schools, to the 
heartbreaking news when they learned who of their 
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neighbors had perished. The man told me he knew he 
had PTSD three days after the fire, when his co-worker 
mentioned the word ?smoke? and the hair on his arms 
and neck stood on end. His wife broke into tears as she 
told me that her mom, who still lives in Paradise, was 
diagnosed with lung cancer only three months ago. They 
are preparing to rebuild; the home was in her family for 
sixty years. They said they would go to Chico to attend 
an art therapy group and that what we were doing was 
literally saving lives.

Cynthia asks volunteers and participants to complete an 
evaluation at the end of every support group, sharing 
any observations, participant comments or personal 
reflections on how each month?s support group went 
over all, what they wish from the group and how it 
personally felt for the participant. Taking a cue from a 
disaster relief training by Nicole Porter Willcox that 
Robin had organized in December, Cynthia asks 
facilitators to distribute PTSD worksheets at the 
beginning of each workshop to help assess participant 
affect, and keep the support groups professional. The 
PTSD worksheets are intended to increase participant 
awareness about how they are processing the trauma of 
the fire, and to offer support during the group, as well 
as referrals to local therapists, or for further art 
exploration and processing between groups. Cynthia 
encourages participants to compare the worksheets from 

month to month to assess their own healing. She 
believes that even the slightest positive shift in response 
can help solidify the resilience of recovery from trauma. 
Using Cynthia's blueprint, these support groups are also 
intended to inspire the chapter?s other regional 
representatives to carry on similar mobilizations - not if, 
but when, the next disasters strike Northern California.

Colorful swing set still standing
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I  volunteered again to run the September 2019 support 
group, which was to involve poetry therapy and collage 
response art. I  recognized some of the same participants 
from the May group. For this group, local poet Jean 
Varda co-facilitated. Most of the participants in this 
group had lost their homes and everything in them. 
With the passage of time, there was still a keen sense of 
trauma, but some humor crept in as well. One 
participant joked about how she didn?t like a lot of 
things about her old house, and when it burned down, 
?problem solved!? Some participants have switched 
careers to areas that they are more passionate about. 
Most participants were intrigued with this non-art, yet 
very creative, mode of expression. I talked about 
?blindfolding the judge.? There was more sharing than 
in the earlier group. I recommended keeping a journal, 

discarding the tyranny of the blank page, letting go of 
self-judgement and criticism, and embracing 
self-compassion. Jean chose a page at random from my 
copy ofRiskingEverything: 110 Poems of Love and Revelation 
by Roger Housden. She recited Kabir?s ?The Sound? 
and everyone wrote a response in their notebooks. We 
then did a round robin: write two lines on pleasant 
sensations from childhood, dreams, resistance, 
conversation; then pass your paper to the person on 
your left. Most participants were pleasantly surprised at 
the creative and heartfelt compendium of lines returned 
to them, and they eagerly shared. Jean discussed visual 
prompts, and asked participants to choose an art or 
photo post card and write a poem or reflection about it. 
I  described free verse poetry and suggested doing a 
collage as response art to the visual prompt exercise.

A collage response to a visual poem  
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After a final sharing and reflection, participants held 
hands and stood in a closing circle. There were a few 
moments of silence to consider what it was like to be 
vulnerable yet safe in our contained space; to consider 

the importance of community, group expression, and 
dialogue. Some asked how to find out about these 
groups. One participant saw a notice at her gym, 
another saw a flyer at Studio 561, and another saw a 
flyer at the Unitarian Church in Chico. Some heard 
from friends, or saw a notice on the Camp Fire 
resources website, or posted on Nextdoor. Every 
participant told me that they wanted these groups to 
continue into next year.

It is my hope that art therapists outside Northern and 
Southern California understand the role that we play in 
these increasingly common natural disasters that often 
lead to complex trauma, depression, anxiety and other 
mental health and family conflict issues - long after the 
news cycle ends. I took a number of photos, some of 
which could either be considered disaster tourism, or an 
illustration of the hell that these people lived through 
and are telling their stories about.

On January 26th, 2020, Chico artist Christine Mac 
Shane was presented with the 2020 NorCATA 
Community Service Award by NorCATA leaders Katina 
Bobo and Cynthia Wilson at the NorCATA Annual 
Business Meeting in San Francisco.

More information about the January Healing Arts 
Festival and NorCATA?s monthly art therapy support 
groups can be found at https://norcata.org/Butte-groups. 
Please contact Cynthia atunique.imaging@yahoo.com if 
you have any questions or comments.

Katrina Bobo and Cynthia Wilson presenting  Chico artist Christine Mac 
Shane with the 2020 NorCATA Community Service Award at our Annual 
Business Meeting on January 26th, 2020. 

https://norcata.org/Butte-groups
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Ar t ist  and  new Nor CATA member  Tr acy Fer r on 
wor ks f or  social  j ust ice one  hear t  at  a t ime.

Artist Statement

What sparked Tracy?s 
mid-life transformation from 
stuck housewife into public 
and community art activist 
was a Big Dream in 2016. 
During her studies at 
Pacifica Graduate Institute, 
Tracy dreamt of a woman 
sacrificed and immured, or 
built, into the basement wall 
of a castle. At the end of the 
dream, this Walled Woman 
emerged from the bricks, an 
indomitable goddess.

Ferron researched this archetypal 
image, the immured woman, 
throughout cultures and time and 
began a quest to understand not only 
her personal walls of trauma but the 
walls throughout history in which 
women and divine feminine 
consciousness have been immobilized 
and suspended. Tracy used Jungian 
Active Imagination techniques to 
interact with both the Walled Woman 
and her murderer, and was inspired to 
create Walled Woman conceptual art, 
photography and poetry. This Walled 
Woman project led Tracy to a deeper 
understanding of her own childhood 
trauma and revealed to her the power 
of art to unlock the unspeakable and to 
help heal and integrate the lost parts of 
self. Tracy as artist emerged.

Fr om Wal l s t o Wings: 
Tr ansf or mat ion t hr ough 
Ar t - making

Sacred Emergencefrom Tracy Ferron?s Walled Woman series. Photo: 
Lori Cheung

Spellbound, a 12-ft spherical revolving cage sculpture. Photo: Anet Hershey
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The symbol of a caged winged heart became the central 
metaphor in Tracy?s art practice. New creative 
collaborations blossomed with synchronicity into her 
first large scale installation at the Museum of Sonoma 
County in 2018. Installed for the Museum?s annual Dia 
de los Muertos exhibit, Los Olvidados Liberados featured 
50 winged hearts flying out of a 15-foot-high cage.The 
hearts in the cage had black and white wings, but as 
they flew free through the two-story gallery, the wings 
gained increasing color and pattern. The piece was 
inspired by and dedicated to the 1,000 children medically 
experimented on at Sonoma State Hospital in the 1950s. 
Tracy arranged a community ritual dedicated to these 
forgotten children with a sound healing to symbolically 
release them.

It was through the response to this art exhibit that 
Tracey?s project Life on Earth Art was born - from walls 
to wings. Life on Earth Art works with the symbology of 
winged hearts and cages to explore trauma and issues of 
imprisonment and liberation. Today, Life on Earth Art has 
three large installations with cages, and over 100 winged 
hearts that range in size from 3 feet to 15 feet. Tracy?s 
vision is to have these installations tour, exploring 
different social justice issues and offering healing 
expressive art-making workshops to communities around 
the country.

Life on Earth Art community workshops inspire 
connectivity, resilience and transformation. In the 
workshops, participants make papier-mâché winged 
hearts, using the traditional Mexican cartoneria process. 
The organic and repetitive nature of papier-mâché 
motions are soothing and healing as participants explore 
and integrate biographical narratives in a safe container. 

The goal is to amplify compassion: for self, for others, 
and for the planet.

Tracy is looking for interested art therapists with whom 
to collaborate and is excited to present with Roberta 
Wentzel-Walker at the upcoming NorCATA conference.

For more information, please see 
www.LifeOnEarthArt.com or contact Tracy at 
tracy@paganbaby.com.

Tracy Ferron in her exhibit, At the Heart of it All: Righting the World 
at the Museum of Sonoma County, 2019, Photo: Anet Hershey

Tracy ferron with the cast and crew of her short film, Business as Usual, 
on location in Petaluma, May 2019 Sea of Hearts, part of an exhibition at the Museum of Sonoma County, 

2019. Photo: Anet Hershey
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Dr    Kr ishnesh   S. Mehta

When and why ar t  becomes 
t her apeut ic  

Art, by that name (or often none), seems to be an 
integral part across all civilizations? from the hoariest 
ancient to the most modern. Art of those oldest times 
does not appear to have served any value for hunting or 
gathering and hence survival directly. Then why is art in 
its varied forms so ubiquitous? Perhaps, as many current 
scientists and anthropologists would concur, art helped 
in expressing our otherwise hidden innermost feelings, 
emotions, fears, struggles, joys, and the like. Thereby art 
assisted in expressing the most intimate experiences and 
realizations, otherwise difficult or taboo to convey, with a 
probable intent to communicate and transmit the 
experience/knowledge to and benefit the posterity. Some 
theorists speculate that art may fulfill each individual?s 
inherent need to feel and be felt, but that by itself does 
not seem to be a good enough reason as there are many 
other ways in which the feeling and feeling felt can 
happen, and yet these are not found to be so 
widespread.

However, this share/transmit view appears to be 
incomplete. Perhaps art had some other higher purpose. 
All of us, at some time or the other, must have 
experienced that full and uninhibited expression of our 
internal states is very liberating, freeing, and 
transcendental. We all know that most releases and 
resolutions, like the emptying of the bladder or the 
satisfying of the hunger, are redemptive and 
emancipating. Studies have shown that when the 
expression (or release) is genuinely complete, 
unrestrained and spontaneous, it generates a feeling of 
infinite (or at least more substantial) expansiveness, a 
sense of being sorted and integrated, and a sudden 

at-oneness with the world that temporarily suspends all 
the conflicts and current worries/stress resulting in an 
extemporaneous state of mental well-being and health. It 
is when art in all of its various forms becomes 
therapeutic.

Thus it appears that this feeling of unity and heightened 
expansiveness, call it expanded awareness or 
consciousness, and the complete lack of individual 
limited awareness or consciousness and stresses and 
strains that seems potentially therapeutic, might be the 
real purpose behind indulgence in art from time 
immemorial, rather than just recreation or transmission 
of wisdom. However, we know that we are not able to 
achieve higher levels of expansiveness every time we 
indulge in art. Therefore, we do not feel the same level 
of healing every time we do art (even when it is the 
same activity). It also explains why not everyone may 
experience the same levels of healing, even when doing 
the same art activity. Since each individual will have a 
differential ability to express, and hence feel, the 
expansiveness, the same art therapy may show a disparity 
in healing as observed among different individuals. So, is 
there any way that art can become more reliably 
therapeutic?

Traditionally, art and artists are associated with various 
stimulants. The urge to feel the higher levels of 
expansiveness is likely why we see many artists display 
the craving to partake in drugs and alcohol, or seek 
primal and orgasmic releases. However, these things only 
create an illusion of expansiveness and are only 
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temporary (only as long as the effect lasts), and may 
cause more harm than good to the brain and body (see 
the effect of drugs/alcohol, uncommitted primal releases 
on the brain on Amen clinic websites). We all know 
many artists who have ruined or lost their lives to such 
things. Besides, scientific research has consistently shown 
that the best of art does not happen under the effect of 
drugs/alcohol, as these things give us a state of altered 
awareness/consciousness? not an indeed heightened one, 
which only can be creative and therapeutic. The 
difference between the two is that while the former 
(altered consciousness) arises due to the suspension and 
blocking of select neural networks and connectivity, and 
is dependent on external chemicals, the latter (heightened 
consciousness) emerges from the intrinsic release of 
neurochemicals and neural activity that transforms the 
brain/body physiology. Therefore, the former is 
addictive, requiring ever-higher doses, while the latter is 
transmuting. There is some recent research, though it is 
yet not conclusive, that some psychedelic drugs might be 
beneficial? though only when taken as a medicine under 
expert guidance, and not when taken addictively. Even 
then, it is not clear if it works by suspending or 
transfiguring. To some people who might argue that 
many great artists, even though indulging in these 
things, could create great art, we can only say that if they 
could produce such remarkable art despite these things, 
then imagine how much grander art they could have 
generated had they been free of them. Thus, external 
stimulants do not necessarily help art to become 
therapeutic. Then what does?

Another feature common among the various art forms 
across cultures is that they are not limited to individual 
creation and consumption. Most of them are 
performative? meaning the artist/s perform not for 
themselves alone but also for others, the audience. The 
real purport of all art then seems to be not limited to 
recreation and transmission but perhaps has an even 
higher purpose. What could that be? It is a well-known 
fact that art, when performed or consumed with deep 
focus and involvement, often leads to flow, in the zone, 
or peak performance states. Recent studies have found 

that during such flow states, our brains release many 
neurochemicals that collectively produce enhanced 
creativity, focus, peak performance and a state that is 
characterized by heightened consciousness, selflessness, 
timelessness, and a feeling of joy, unity and increased 
expansiveness leading to spontaneous bliss and healing. 
When the artist performs from the state of flow or peak 
performance, then the resulting art can become so 
involving, engaging, and elevating that it may have the 
capacity to induce flow-like states among everyone in the 
audience. Therefore, perhaps, the larger purpose of art is 
not restricted to just self-enrichment, but also collective 
enhancement and transcendence, and thereby to be 
socially therapeutic and emancipating. Research has 
shown that one of the most intriguing neurochemicals 
released during the flow state is the endocannabinoid 
(naturally and internally produced opiate) known as 
anandamide or the ?bliss molecule.? Anandamide 
produces a feeling of openness and expansiveness, 
lessens stress, reduces fear and trauma memories, is 
anti-carcinogenic, anti-depressant, a great mood 
enhancer, and helps in neurogenesis. However, it is not 
easy to achieve flow states at will every time we do art. 
Besides, repeating an art activity that previously 
produced the flow-like state may not necessarily produce 
it again. So far, we have understood within the limits of 
current science when and why art can be therapeutic but 
do not know if it is possible to make it happen at will. 
Any therapeutic activity, for it to be of value, must be 
easily accessible and repeatable at will. For example, 
every time one takes paracetamol, it will consistently and 
repeatedly bring down the excess body temperature if 
present. For this, we will have to look at the country and 
the philosophy that has given the most sublime, copious, 
diverse, and variegated forms of art.

The ancient Indian Vedantic and yogic philosophy looks 
at art in a very different way. The yogic philosophy 
mentions that the cardinal pursuit of each one of us is to 
dissolve the restrictive ordinary individual consciousness 
with all its limitations and dis-eases into the infinitely 
expansive and ever blissful super-consciousness. In other 
words, rise above the body or lack/want consciousness 
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and operate from the soul, or abundant/all expansive 
consciousness. It says that one of the many ways of 
achieving the same is by divinizing and spiritualizing 
every activity. Divinizing and spiritualizing an activity, as 
per yogic philosophy, means to set, strive, and be always 
aware of the end goal of each activity as being the 
merger into or attainment of the super-consciousness 
states. Based on that concept, it says that everyone should 
endeavor to operate from this state of heightened (or 
highly expanded) consciousness. It says that when art as 
an activity is divinized and spiritualized, then art by itself 
becomes a means and one of the many paths (sadhana, 
as it is called in Sanskrit) to connect to and tune into the 
underlying cosmic or super-consciousness. The yogic 
philosophy mentions that the only purpose of all art 
should be and is this sublimation and transcendence. 
According to the great Indian saint Swami Vivekananda 
and the contemporary Himalayan yogi Shri Yogeshwarji, 
the only art that is intentionally conducted to connect to, 
tune into, or merge into the all-expansive 
super-consciousness states is genuinely an art of the 
highest order. Further, only such art activity leads to 
exceptional creative outputs and induces flow-like or 
peak performance states with all its brain/body 

physiology transforming and neurochemical benefits. 
Only such art activity, no matter what the art form, 
cannot only transform and heal the artist but also the 
audience. Such art is like meditation and offers all the 
benefits that advanced meditative practice can. It is only 
then that the art becomes and is therapeutic and 
transcendental at will. Art with any other purpose may 
only have entertainment value and cannot be therapeutic 
except in some rare cases when flow-like states ensue by 
some serendipitous coincidence. One of the recent 
scientific theories of consciousness with probably the 
least objections, emergentist panpsychism (see Galileo?s 
Error by Philip Goff), seems to echo similar thought 
processes of the benefits of connecting to the underlying, 
what Goff calls, ?formless consciousness.?

Today, research by cognitive and brain scientists and 
health practitioners is increasingly finding the enormous 
benefits of meditation. The meditation techniques used 
in most such studies are very preliminary and beginner?s 
type and technically (as per yogic philosophy) not 
meditational (for some advanced meditational techniques 
and their effects on the brain watch TEDx talk titled 
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Have inspiring ideas about the direction of art 
therapy in Northern California? Share your vision for 
NorCATA and art therapy with other passionate, 
dedicated art therapists.

Not feeling as connected to the art therapy 
community as you?d like? Serving on the NorCATA 
Board of Directors can give you purpose and 
connection.

Ever wondered about serving at the national level? 
Serving on the local NorCATA Board of Directors is 
a wonderful stepping stone to the national stage.

NorCATA has several open board positions. We also 
have openings for Co-Regional Rep for Marin 
County, Contra Costa County, and Central Coast 
Regional Rep.

2020 NorCATA Open Positions

- Director of Legislative Affairs
- Director of Membership

If you are interested in any of these positions, please 
contact our President, Katrina Bobo at 
president@norcata.org.

why ser ve on t he  Nor cata

 boar d  of  dir ect or s?

?Creating Creativity? on YouTube). Even then, if such 
basic meditation has so many benefits, then why is it that 
it is still not an intrinsic part of everyone?s routine? The 
problem is that any meditative technique is initially very 
repetitive and boring, and the benefits or rewards 
accruing from that are very subtle and not visible until 
several months. During the initial months of meditative 
practice, there is nothing that enhances immersion and 
engagement except very high intrinsic motivation and 
self-regulation. Initially, art too requires much repetitive 
work and is not very different from meditation. Despite 
that, it is more immersive and involving than meditation, 
as there is feedback on the progress (when learning to 
play a piano one knows what is already mastered and 
what more is remaining). Initially, meditation is effortful, 
but art is playful and hence more engaging. Besides, in 
art, there is some physical activity (rather than only 
mental activity in meditation), which is easier to train 
and regulate than the mental one. Further, art, as 
mentioned by the yogic philosophy, has another 
significant advantage not possible with meditation. 
Meditation is essentially an individual practice, and so 
the benefits of the practice are limited to the individual. 
Whereas in art, the benefits are not just limited to the 

artist/s, and can uplift and benefit the entire audience. 
Meditation is individually therapeutic (though technically, 
as per yogic philosophy, an advanced meditator can also 
simultaneously influence and uplift masses, but that 
ability might be more arduous to beget than that of an 
artist), but art can be collectively therapeutic. The world 
requires such artists. However, it would be even better if 
the meditators are also artists and vice versa. Only such 
humans can have a highly therapeutic effect on today?s 
multiply ailing humanity.

Dr Krishnesh Mehta has a Master?s in Physics followed by an 
advanced diploma in Space Sciences. He has an MBA and is 
certified in brain imaging and complementary medicine. He has 
a PhD in cognitive science and has been trained in ancient 
Indian wisdom under some of the most advanced masters of 
India. His research areas include vagal tone enhancement, HRV, 
humanizing humanity, strategic leadership, transcendental love 
and romance, self-control, creativity and its consequences, 
wisdom, brainfitness, body-sense, spontaneous spontaneity, 
altered consciousness for effective and efficient human 
functioning, and is currently working on developing a clinic 
offering non-invasive perceptual/cognitive wellness and 
therapeutic assessments and interventions. He can be reached  at 
krushnesh@gmail.com. 
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a  v isit  t o  paper   
quil t  exhibit  

A handful of NorCATA members 
accompanied by their friends and 
family responded to an invitation 
from Ari-Asha Castalia, NorCATA?s 
SF Regional Representative, to attend 
an event at the Portola Branch of the 
San Francisco Public Library on 
Saturday, February 22, 2020. The 
event was advertised as Paper Quilt 
Design (inspired by the Gee?s Bend 
Quilts). Charles Dabo, local Portola 
Valley neighborhood artist, provided 
materials for participants to create a 
colorful paper weaving project. 
Charles demonstrated his genius 
technique of using a wooden skewer 
to assist in the under-over of weaving 
that made things go quite smoothly! 
The room was chock full of 
enthusiastic artists, and the bonus was 
an invitation to harvest herbs and 
vegetables from the Portola Library?s 
community garden. Tree collards: 
who knew?!
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Essential Therapy for Essential Workers

Coronavirus Online Therapy is a collective of experienced, licensed private 
practice therapists across the country whowould like to be of service to 
essential workers at this time.  Therapists in the 50 US States have agreed to 
lower their fees to $50 per session or less, in order to support essential 
workers with short-term online therapy.  Coronavirus Online Therapy does 
not profit from this connection service, and does not charge for use of this 
platform.  Those who are matched with therapists pay the private practice 
clinician a discounted rate directly.  When there is a need for pro-bono 
sessions, no money exchanges hands.  This site and service is 100% 
volunteer-created and run.

REGISTER HERE- https://www.coronavirusonlinetherapy.org

REGISTER NOW 

https://www.coronavirusonlinetherapy.org/
https://www.norcata.org/event-3845817
https://www.norcata.org/event-3845817
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